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Marshall Retail Group opens The DEAN at
LGA

Located inside Terminal B Arrivals Departures Hall at LaGuardia, MRG’s newest 5,000-square-foot
retail space offers a unique mix of ready-to-wear, luxury travel essentials and gifts for today’s
sophisticated traveler

Marshall Retail Group (MRG), a WHSmith Group company, opened its newest, 5,000-square-foot retail
space, The DEAN inside LaGuardia Airport (LGA) Terminal B on Sept. 1, 2020.

MRG, America’s leading travel retailer in the airport, casino and resort marketplace, meticulously
designed The DEAN to meet the specific needs of the modern LGA passenger. Offering a one-of-a-kind
shopping experience, The DEAN serves as a fashion-forward men’s emporium featuring bespoke
products from popular brands such as BOSS, Herschel, Kiehl’s, Mizzen + Main, Shinola, TUMI, Vince
Camuto and more. Additionally, the innovative retail space offers an assortment of high-end men’s
grooming and skin care accessories including pre-shave oil, shaving cream, after-shave balm and full-
size shaving kits from The Art of Shaving.

“The DEAN’s sophisticated store design provides travelers a refreshing shopping experience. Every
detail of the 5,000-square-foot showroom offers guests the opportunity to discover an unparalleled
selection of stylish gifts and world-class amenities,” shares Michael C. Wilkins, Chief Executive Officer
of Marshall Retail Group

“The opening of The DEAN will provide passengers with yet another incredible shopping experience as
they travel through the brand-new Terminal B Arrivals and Departures Hall. We’re grateful for
Marshall Retail Group’s continued partnership throughout this redevelopment, as we work to create a
world-class terminal that all New Yorkers can be proud of,” comments Stewart Steeves, Chief
Executive Officer of LaGuardia Gateway Partners, the manager and developer of LaGuardia’s Terminal
B.
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Located inside Terminal B Arrivals and Departures Hall, The DEAN’s unique mix of ready-to-wear,
luxury travel essentials and gifts creates an inviting atmosphere for today’s sophisticated traveler in
search of tailored travel solutions.


